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[Firm name/Appellant’s name]		Telephone: [number]
[Address for service]		Fax: [number]
		Email: [email address]
		Ref: [contact name]
IN THE HIGH COURT OF AUSTRALIA   
[CITY] REGISTRY	No.              of 20__


BETWEEN:	[Appellant’s full name]
	Appellant

	and

	[Respondent’s full name]
	Respondent



APPELLANT’S SUBMISSIONS

Part I:
[Certification that the submission or the redacted version of the submission (as the case requires) is in a form suitable for publication on the internet.]
I certify that this submission is in a form suitable for publication on the internet.

Part II:
[A concise statement of the issue or issues the appellant contends that the appeal presents.]

Part III:
[Certification that the appellant has considered whether any notice should be given in compliance with section 78B of the Judiciary Act 1903.]

Part IV:
[A citation of the authorised report of reasons for judgment of both the primary and intermediate court in the case (or, if there is no authorised report of a decision, the citation of any other report of that decision, and in the absence of any report, the Internet citation).]

Part V:
[A narrative statement of the relevant facts found or admitted in the court from which the proceedings are brought with appropriate reference to the core appeal book or books of further materials.]

Part VI:
[A succinct argument addressing the following points: 
the error or errors complained of in the court from which the proceedings are brought; 
the applicable legislation, principle or rule of law relied upon, with references to authority or legislation signifying their relevance to the appellant’s argument; 
where relevant, an analysis of the rationale of the legislation, principle or rule; 
how the legislation, principle or rule applies to the facts or other relevant material in the case.]

Part VII:
[Set out the precise form of orders sought by the appellant.] 

Part VIII:
[An estimate of the number of hours required for the presentation of the appellant’s oral argument.] 


Dated:

	................(signed)....................
[Senior legal practitioner presenting the case in Court, or appellant if unrepresented]
Name: [name of signatory]
Telephone: [contact telephone number]
Facsimile: [facsimile number]
Email: [email address]

